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GUIDELINES FOR THE
REGISTRY EXTRACT.

INTERPRETATION

OF

A

SPANISH

LAND

All the relevant items of the preceding Sample Land Registry Extract are broke
down and explained in detail to facilitate the comprehension of the terms and
usual contents of a typical Spanish Land Registry Extract.
1. Competent Land Registry Office
Each Land Registry office has exclusive jurisdiction over a certain territory.
Indication of the city where the office is located and a number for each district
form its denomination.
2. Kind of information
Land Registry information in Spain is offered in two different formats: “nota
simple”, an extract of the content of the Land Books, and “certificacion” a formal
document signed by the Land Registrar which is authentic an makes proof of
the content of the Land Registry (i.e. in judicial proceedings).
3. Place, time and date of issue
Same as above.
4. LR number of the property.
Each registered property has a different number in its specific LR office, and a
unique identifier (IDUFIR) which represents that property in the Registration
System.

PART

A

5. Property.
It is the part or chapter containing all the information related to identification and
description of the property.
6. Descriptive features of the property.
For describing a property or real estate several physical features are taken into
account: its urban or rural nature, the location, the surface or area expressed in
metric units, its boundaries, the storey or floor if it is part of a building, among
other features.
7. Special Number in the condominium and its share in it.
The fact that a property has a special number and a share appointed (in a
building horizontally divided), means that it is part of a Condominium (Propiedad
Horizontal in Spanish). Condominium involves special rights and obligations,
ruled by its particular Act of July 21st 1960.

8. Qualified as Social Housing
The indication VPO (Vivienda de Protección ofcial) means that the property or
apartment is ruled by VPO legislation, which involves certain restrictions and
additional requisites to transfer this kind of real estate.

9. Cadastral Code
It is a combination consisting of 20 alphanumeric digits provided by the
Cadastre Authority, which allows the coordination between Land Registry and
Cadastre.

PART

B

10. Ownership.
This part identifies the owner and also other indications related to his/her/its
title. In case a property is purchased by spouses the extract will contain a
reference to their matrimonial economic regime.
11. Name of the owner
Indicates the name, surname(s) and also the Tax identification number, NIF or
CIF in Spain,
(similar to the VAT number).
12. Rank of ownership
“pleno dominio “ equals full ownership. If ownership weren’t full, its rank will be
specified.
13. Legal Document
The document originating the entry in favour of the current owner. It may be a
Notarial Deed or a Judicial or Administrative document.
14. Land Registry Data and Date of its entry
Exactly the Land Registry Archive data and date from which the Land Registry
entitles to owners or holders of rights in rem.
PART

C

15. Mortgages and other Charges.
This part consists of a relation of the mortgages, charges, encumbrances,
easements or any rights in rem which may imply limitations to ownership.

16. Source Charges
It is a reference to charges that affect the estate or building where the
apartment or building is integrated, or alternatively the estate where it comes
from (division of a larger estate).
17. Notice about tax responsibility over this property
“Afección fiscal” in Spanish, is a notice or warning that the property is subject to
responsibility for the payment of certain taxes (ITPAJD: Asset Transfer and
Legal Documented Transactions /Stamp Tax). This annotation- and the sort of
responsibility that involves, will be in force for five years. After this deadline is
met, it may be cancelled.
18. Mortgage
It indicates that a mortgage falls on this property. Information will usually
comprise the basis of the obligation and the amount of money guaranteed by
mortgage, its deadline and other indications.
19. Holder of the mortgage in force
Identification of the person or company who holds the mortgage according to
the Land Registry, and is entitled to enact the powers implied.
20. Foreclosure Notice
This important remark implies that the Land Registry has issued a Special
Certificate that signals the beginning of the foreclosure procedure.
21. Annotation of Embargo.
This annotation or entry implies that the property or estate has been attached or
embargoed. Attachment or embargo can be either judicial or administrative.
This annotation is not indefinite: Judges or Authorities will set its duration,
usually four years, which is the longest legal deadline. However this term may
be extended, usually for up to four more years.
22. Pending Documents
This section lists the documents which have been presented to entry but have
not been registered yet.
23. Information for consumers
Appropriate information regarding the effects of the Extract and applicable data
protection policies.

